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“The phenomenon 

from which more 

than forty years ago 

arose my wish to give 

my life for the sake of 

education was the 

phenomenon of the 

“explosion” of writing 

with children four 

years old.”  Maria 

Montessori, 1948 

“But the explosion into writing was really nothing but ‘smoke from the fire’. The real explosion takes place within the inner soul-personality. One thinks of 

those mountains which contain an inward furnace. Outwardly they seem solid and unchangeable, but one day there is a bang and flames come bursting 

out through the massive rock. And from the nature of these flames, from the smoke and unfamiliar solids that emerge, experts can determine the nature 

of the earth’s contents. Directly these children found themselves under conditions of real life, with serious implements for their use, of a size 

proportionate to theirs, unexpected activities seemed to awaken within them. These were as unmistakable as they were surprising and it was our effort 

to follow them and interpret their meaning, helping others like them to appear also, that brought this method of education into being.” 

Dr. Maria Montessori , Absorbent Mind  

Explosion 

into 

Writing 

Preparation of the Hand
1. Practical Life Exercises:

opening and closing curtains, 
boxes, jars, clothes pins, locks, nuts 
and bolts, etc., cutting with 
scissors, knife, dusting, washing a 
table, polishing, dressing frames

2. Sensorial Materials:

geometric plane insets, rough and 
smooth boards, fabrics.

3. Math Material: 

sandpaper numerals

4. Language:

sandpaper letters, making the 
letter in the air with the hand and 
arm, metal Insets

Connecting Sounds With Letters
1. Articulated Language, all 
exercises:

stories, poetry, nomenclature 
cards- writing with the moveable 
alphabet exercise, question game, 
analysis of the sounds in a word 
games: The Name Game and the I 
Spy Game.

2. Graphic Language:

sandpaper letters, moveable 
alphabet, nomenclature card 
exercise with the moveable 
alphabet, word study and spelling 
difficulties. 

Holding a Pencil
1. Practical Life Exercises:

spooning, pouring, sewing

2. Sensorial Materials:

tone bells (holding the mallet), 
knobbed cylinders, knobbed 
geometric plane insets, small cube 
of the Pink Tower and passing 
cubes.

3. Language:

metal insets


